English
 Read the information about ‘The Queen’s
Birthdays’ and complete the comprehension
questions 1*, 2** or 3***. (Answers are
provided so you can check your work.).
 Research and write an information text about
members of the Royal Family, including who they
are and the roles they play.
www.royal.uk/royal-family
 Imagine that Prince William has announced that
he will visit one school once the lockdown is over.
Write a letter inviting him to visit your school;
you will need to think of very persuasive reasons!
 Complete the Royal Wedding Crossword Puzzle.
You may need to research some of the clues to
find the correct answers.

The Royal Family

Maths
 Solve some Royal Family word problems: choose
Duke 1*, Prince 2** or Queen 3*** difficulty

Year 3 and Year 4
Weekly Learning Tasks for
week beginning 4.5.20
These tasks cover various skills
English, Maths, Creative and
Investigative.
We recommend completing the 2
purple tasks plus 6 or more other
tasks this week. The activities
that are bold and underlined may
require more adult support. Enjoy!


Creative


Design a crown for the Coronation ceremony when the current
heir to the throne, Prince Charles, becomes king. Either design
it completely yourself or use the ‘Crown Template’ sheet to help
you.



A new £20 note was introduced into our currency in February.
Design a new £10 note with the Queen on one side and your
choice of famous or important person on the other.



Choose a member of the Royal Family. Imagine they have
written an autobiography and you have been asked to design the
book cover. Think of a catchy title (it could be funny) and make
sure your design is eye-catching.

rating. (Answers are provided so you can check your
work.)



Look at the ‘House of Windsor’ bar chart ‘. Interpret
the data to answer the questions. (Answers are
provided so you can check your work.)



There have been 11 kings and queens of Britain since
1714. Research online and order the length of each
monarch’s reign from shortest to longest.
www.britainexpress.com/History/monarchs.htm



In 2022, Queen Elizabeth will celebrate 70 years
as monarch - her Platinum Jubilee. Plan and
calculate the costs for a party with your family and
friends to help celebrate. Think about how much
food and drink you will need, decorations and all the
fun activities.

Investigative
 The Queen is the Head of the Commonwealth of 54
independent countries. Investigate the Commonwealth – what
it is, what countries it includes and what it does. Make a
poster to share the information you find.
http://www.youngcommonwealth.org/
 Investigate what countries are part of the Commonwealth.
Choose one country and create its flag using items from
around the house. You could use clothes, kitchen items or
even food! http://www.youngcommonwealth.org/
 Investigate the members of the current Royal Family. Create
a Family Tree to show how the members of the Royal Family
are related to each other.

